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N/V     Love Story Prosecco Spumante Brut     DOC     11.0% Alc

CIELO
MONTORSO VICENZA VENICE     ITALY

I CASTELLI ROMEO & GIULIETTA

STORY = Cielo Prosecco spumante is a toast to our lovely 
territory where in 1530 our fellow citizen, Count Da Porto, 
wrote the Novel of Romeo & Juliet, whose Castels overlook 
our vineyards.
COLOUR = Soft straw yellow.
BOUQUET = Fresh and floral bouquet, slightly aromatic.
FLAVOUR = Fruited and elegant.
RECOMMENDED WITH = Excellent for fine and light 
dishes and throughout the day.
SERVING TEMPERATURE =  8 – 10 degrees C. 

GRAPE:  100% PROSECCO



N/V     Freschello Frizzante     Screw Cap 10.5% Alc

CIELO
MONTORSO VICENZA VENICE     ITALY

FRESCHELLO SERIES

COLOUR = Bright light yellow with lasting perlage.
BOUQUET = Fresh and balanced.
FLAVOUR = Fresh and fruity, great for a long aperitif.
RECOMMENDED WITH = Enjoy solo or with cocktails, try 
with lemon spritz.
SERVING TEMPERATURE =  6 – 8 degrees C. 

GRAPE:  GARGANEGA / TREBBIANO



Freschello White     10.5% Alc

FRESCHELLO SERIES

STORY = Freschello Wines are the Number 1 best 
selling white and red bottled wine in Italy since 2007. 
More than 10 Million bottles are sold each year. 
Freschello comes from the word Fresco (Fresh in 
Italian) and is a brand of easy to drink, light alcohol 
wines, suitable for all kinds of consumers.
COLOUR = Light straw yellow.
BOUQUET = The bouquet is very refreshing.
FLAVOUR = The taste is light, crisp with notes of white 
fruits.
RECOMMENDED WITH = This wine is a good 
companion throughout the meal.
SERVING TEMPERATURE = 8 – 10 degrees C. 

GRAPE:
GARGANEGA
TREBBIANO

No.1 Best Selling Bottled Wine Brand in Italian 
Supermarket Chains IRI Group

CIELO e TERRA
MONTORSO     ITALY



Freschello Rose     10.5% Alc

FRESCHELLO SERIES

STORY = Freschello Wines are the Number 1 best 
selling white and red bottled wine in Italy since 2007. 
More than 10 Million bottles are sold each year. 
Freschello comes from the word Fresco (Fresh in 
Italian) and is a brand of easy to drink, light alcohol 
wines, suitable for all kinds of consumers.
COLOUR = Featuring an elegant rose colour.
BOUQUET = The bouquet is very refreshing and fruity 
with notes of strawberry.
FLAVOUR = In the mouth a fine light minerality is 
balanced by a good light body and a pleasant aromatic 
note in the aftertaste. Great example of wine that 
matches elegance with freshness.
RECOMMENDED WITH = Suitable with appetizers 
and light meals.
SERVING TEMPERATURE = 8 – 10 degrees C. 

GRAPE:
MERLOT
RABOSO

No.1 Best Selling Bottled Wine Brand in Italian 
Supermarket Chains IRI Group

CIELO e TERRA
MONTORSO     ITALY



Freschello Red     11.0% Alc

FRESCHELLO SERIES

STORY = Freschello Wines are the Number 1 best 
selling white and red bottled wine in Italy since 2007. 
More than 10 Million bottles are sold each year. 
Freschello comes from the word Fresco (Fresh in 
Italian) and is a brand of easy to drink, light alcohol 
wines, suitable for all kinds of consumers.
COLOUR = Ruby red.
BOUQUET = A delicate and slightly fruity bouquet.
FLAVOUR = The taste is fresh, pleasant with soft and 
round notes of red fruits.
RECOMMENDED WITH = This wine is a good 
companion throughout the meal.
SERVING TEMPERATURE = 14 – 16 degrees C. 

GRAPE:
MERLOT
RABOSO

No.1 Best Selling Bottled Wine Brand in Italian 
Supermarket Chains IRI Group

CIELO e TERRA
MONTORSO     ITALY



2020     De Conti Appassimento 100 x 100     IGT     15.0% Alc

ESTATE

STORY = With the same spirit of Nicolo De’Çonti, 
famous Venetian explorator, we went beyond out 
territory to discover a unique Apulian red wine, made 
100% with a natural grapes drying process called 
APPASSIMENTO.
COLOUR = Garnet red colour.
BOUQUET = The nose is a harmonic and fine blend of 
dried cranberries, currants, nutmeg and pepper.
FLAVOUR = In the mouth it is vibrant with ripe berry 
fruits, smooth with velvety tannins. The very long finish 
features the typical notes of the ‘’Appassimento” 
technique, that is raisins and spices.
RECOMMENDED WITH = Great match with game, 
roasted red meats and sharp cheeses.
SERVING TEMPERATURE = 16 – 18 degrees C. 

GRAPE:
SANGIOVESE
PRIMITIVO

98 Points Luca Maroni

CIELO e TERRA
APUGLIA     ITALY



2021     Gran Maestro Primitivo di Manduria     DOC     14.5% Alc

ESTATE

STORY = This great and renown DOC represents the 
essence of Apulia. Hand made and over matured grape 
harvesting, soft pressing and controlled fermentation, 
partial refinement in wood.
COLOUR = Intense garnet red.
BOUQUET = Wide and complex, with fruity notes of 
currants and plum jam and light spicy hints of cocoa, 
vanilla and tobacco.
FLAVOUR = Full and round, with soft and sweet 
tannins and notes of red berries, spices and coffee.
RECOMMENDED WITH = Great with red meats, roast, 
game and savoury cheeses.
SERVING TEMPERATURE = 16 – 18 degrees C. 

GRAPE:
100% PRIMITIVO

98 Points Luca Maroni

CIELO e TERRA
PUGLIA     ITALY



2021     3 Passo Bianco     ( White )     13.0% Alc

ORGANIC CERTIFIED

STORY = 3 Passo, meaning 3 Steps in Italian because the 
wine is produced following these 3 steps.
1. Partial Appassimento (Grape Drying) to get a more 

concentrated fruitness.
2. Over pumping of the must in a tank at cold temperature to 

extract sweet tannins and colour.
3. Ageing in oak to enhance smoothness and longevity.
COLOUR = Straw yellow in colour.
BOUQUET = It features explosive aromas of citrus and nuts 
with intriguing flower notes.
FLAVOUR = Thanks to the Appassimento method, the body is 
very full with huge complexity and tropical fruit flavours. A crisp 
acidity and a great texture make a pleasant finish.
RECOMMENDED WITH = Pairs well with grilled fish and spicy 
Asian dishes.
SERVING TEMPERATURE = 10 – 12 degrees C. 

GRAPE:
FIANO
CHARDONNAY
WITH PARTIAL APPASSIMENTO TECHNIQUE

96 Points Luca Maroni

CIELO e TERRA
APUGLIA     ITALY



2020     3 Passo Rosso     ( Red )     14.0% Alc

ORGANIC CERTIFIED

STORY = 3 Passo, meaning 3 Steps in Italian because the 
wine is produced following these 3 steps.
1. Partial Appassimento (Grape Drying) to get a more 

concentrated fruitness.
2. Over pumping of the must in a tank at cold temperature to 

extract sweet tannins and dark colour.
3. Ageing in oak to enhance smoothness and longevity.
COLOUR = Deep red with garnet notes.
BOUQUET = Intense and mature fruit, with oak notes.
FLAVOUR = Rich and mature fruit, with soft oak hints. A 
muscular wine, unique for complexity and harmony.
RECOMMENDED WITH = Great match with flavourful first 
meals or red meats.
SERVING TEMPERATURE = 16 – 18 degrees C. 

GRAPE:
NEGROAMARO
SANGIOVESE ORGANIC

98 Points Miglior Vino Rosso Luca Maroni

CIELO e TERRA
APUGLIA     ITALY



2017     Amarone Della Valpolicella     DOCG     15.0% Alc

ESTATE

GRAPES = Produced with grapes that have been dried 
for 4 months in special aerated rooms.
COLOUR = Intense garnet red colour.
BOUQUET = The nose features intense red fruit hints 
with notes of vanilla, black cherries and cinnamon.
FLAVOUR = The mouthfeel is full and very velvety with 
soft tannins and round notes of cherry jam and tobacco. 
Long vanilla finish.
RECOMMENDED WITH = Pairs well with roasted red 
meats, game and mature cheeses. Great also as a 
meditation wine.
SERVING TEMPERATURE = 16 – 18 degrees C. 

GRAPE:
10% MOLINARA
40% RONDINELLA
50% CORVINA

93 Points Luca Maroni

CIELO e TERRA
VERONA     ITALY


